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October was our annual garage sale month for our residents.  We coordinated our event with Bent Tree 

again to provide as much opportunity for customer traffic.  It appeared to be an overall success for our 

community.  We did encounter some issues with a property that went outside the design of the event 

by having a week long sale everyday that highly imposed on the neighbors with signs and incurred 

parking on neighbor’s yards issues.  The compliance Director was notified of this issue. 

The official HOA web site was activated in Oct. and notice was posted in the Oct newsletter. The 

Homeowner Only section was set up to be password protected for our financial information and the 

meeting minutes.  The password was sent to all lot owners in their election mailings as the best method 

to reach all the correct people and still safeguard the password. As the web site says – it is a work in 

progress with a few things to work out but it was important to provide the site to our community. The 

Ask a Question portion is not working completely as we get the question but not the email address or 

phone number information to facilitate a reply. We are seeing a nice amount of viewing activity on the 

site tracking. 

Property upkeep & landscaping in Oct. addressed more lighting with the repair of the wiring for the 54th 

Court walls at the gate house entrance. The gate house lights circuit breaker may need replaced as it 

trips occasionally and is being watched for frequency of shutting off.  The wall light toppers on both the 

60th Ave entrances have been replaced due to the old plastic globes being obsolete and the attachment 

brackets failing.  The new ones are metal frame & glass globes and should last us a long time. 

We are experiencing a vehicle traffic issue at end of 54th Court at the stub end that faces the Bradford 

Farm land.  There are vehicles entering Majestic Oaks from that right of way behind our community and 

even driving on an owner’s lawn and leaving tires ruts.  A commercial landscaper or tree service vehicle 

has been seen several times.  Landscaping bushes were planted in the established tree line gap to close 

off that hole and send the message that it’s not a pathway on to the property.  We then experienced 

some vandalism by our own residents with the removal and disposal of one of the newly planted 

bushes. No one has contacted the board to inquire about the purpose of the landscaping effort but it 

has been gathered that dog walking access is a cause to take such individual destructive actions with 

association property.   

I have tried to lead the board and association in a positive direction this past year because I’m willing to 

volunteer in behalf of the silent majority who entrust their board to make positive management 

decisions for the betterment of the community. 

 

Lee Holtman 

President 


